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Narrowing the Topic
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h{odes of transportati on

A place ol business that,
you are familiar with

fui electronic rlevice
such as a r:omputer,
cell phone, or PDA
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Choose a mricle o{ transportatir:n, and
explain its advantages or disaclvantages"

Discuss a place of business irr your
communit_v.

Prove that an electrorric der.ice, such as a
computer, cell phone, or PI)A, is uselul.

I am going to write about a mode of transportation. ln this chapteç I will

show you how I narrowed the topic to a tentative main idea. ln Chapter 4,

I will use the writing process to write a paragraph, and in Chapter 6, I will

use the writing process to write a short essay.

Writing topic or prompt: modes of transportation

Length (paragraph or essay): a paragraph (shown in Chapter 4) and an

essay (shown in Chapter 6)

Due date: next Friday

instructor, determine the following for your topic:

Writing topic or prompt:

Length (paragraph or essay):

i hlrrrowing the Topic

Depending on your assignment, your first step may be to narrow the topic.
If you are given a generai topic such as "modes of transportatlon," you wiil
want to narrow the topic to a subject you can develop in a paragraph or
short essay. The following brainstorming teclmiques for narrowing the
topic will help you get your mind working. Use scrap paper to record you
ideas, and don't worry about what you write down. This is a process or
exploration, so nothing is right or wrong. Just relax, focus on the topic, and
explore what you know and discover what you want to write about.

Using a Narrowing Tree

Use a nar:rowing tree to divide a general topic or subject into more spe-
cifi.c parts unïil you find a specif,c topic of interest.
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